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BUSINESS ON
THE BEACH!
The Cayman Islands provided the AAPS Conference in early April
with the perfect opportunity for the 70 members and guests of AAPS
in attendance to enjoy a networking and business atmosphere with
plenty of fun and relaxation.
Most of those attending added a few extra days to enjoy not only
the beach and crystal clear water of the Caribbean but also the variety
of nature and aquatic tours the island has to offer along with seeking
out amazing cuisine that could be found in any restaurant you chose.
The extra time together and to get to know fellow AAPS members a
little better was one of the true benefits of holding this year’s gathering
in a casual setting.
The events began on Sunday, April 10 with the Annual Toni Linhart
Memorial Golf Outing at the watery North Sound Golf Club that offered spectacular views of the sea and the island. Plenty of great appetizers and libations were paired with the spectacular Cayman sunset along side the beach and pool during the Sunday evening Welcome Reception and set the stage for the meetings to come on Monday and Tuesday.
The Monday and Tuesday sessions featured a never-before “hollow
square” format with each attendee facing each of the others. The setup provided for lively discussions between distribution professionals
representing all areas of the country on a variety of topics furnished
by meeting moderator John White.
After each member was introduced and allowed time to provide a
short overview of their company and market, the group also heard
from Todd Wilson, PDI Plastics, Dan Cropley and Frank Donnelly
of Muller Martini Corporation, Jeff Ferrazzano, Ultimate PrintSource
and Jason Fry, RouteSmart Technologies.
Later in the morning on Monday, conference calls were placed to
Alex Cooper, Special Assistant to Commissioner Mark Acton at the
Postal Regulatory Commission and Brent Horner, AAPS Legal Council and expert on First Amendment and IRS issues that affect distribution companies.
Keith Somers of ACI Last Mile Network, Arthur Winiarczyk, AdMill
Group and Jordan Schumack, All Over Media finished off the Monday morning session with informative details about the work their respective companies have been doing to diversity their revenue
streams in the past year.
During the evening on Monday, AAPS honored the still very active
career of Harold Matzner, CBA Industries with the 17th AAPS Lifetime Achievement Award during a reception and dinner located on the
see Business on page 2

70 AAPS Members and Guests enjoying a
calm evening and gorgeous sunset during
the Award Dinner and Reception for Harold
Matzner at the AAPS Conference

From the left (in white top) Desiree and Jeff
Ferrazzano, Albert and Delores Tirado,
Natalie and Mitch Vilinsky, Stephanie and
Ruvane Vilinksy and John and Rosemary
Otero (in blue)

Just one of the nightly sunsets on
7 Mile Beach
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sand of 7 Mile Beach. Also during the dinner, the winner
of the Mike Somers Memorial Scholarship was announced as well as some zany golf awards handed out
by golf coordinator, Al Thomas, DCS/The Bag.
On Tuesday morning, the session was devoted almost
completely to discussions about issues that advertising
and distribution related businesses presently face and a
sharing of ideas that could add potential revenue opportunities as well as additional ideas to manage down expenses by keeping as eye on waste within operations.
Gene Wilk, Manager of Public Policy for the Local
Search Association (LSA) provided a through update via
conference call of distribution and door-to-door legislative
issues affecting the delivery of yellow pages, a topic
clearly of importance to the many AAPS companies that
deliver yellow pages, as well as an update on the future
of the industry. Please see the outline of Gene’s presentation which is attached to this email.
More detail about the meeting’s topics and discussions
can be found in the following pages of the Update.

POSTAL RATES LOWERED
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HAROLD MATZNER RECEIVES THE 18TH
AAPS LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Barry Schiro, President of CBA Industries, introduced Harold Matzner as the 18 th
recipient of the AAPS Lifetime Achievement Award during an Award Dinner held
in his honor on 7 Mile Beach, April 11, 2016.
Below are Barry’s comments…

Good Evening!
Tonight we are honoring my friend, colleague and mentor of 40 years,
Harold Matzner, owner and Chairman of CBA Industries and CBA Insert
Distribution Services in Elmwood Park, NJ.
These companies are the largest distributors of retail advertising circulars in the huge New York, Long Island, New Jersey and Philadelphia markets.
The building of CBA into the $250 million dollar pre-print powerhouse
that it is today resulted from Harold’s vision and the unique strategies that
created the dominant position that CBA holds in these markets.
CBA is known for increasing circular ROI with its advanced GPS-driven,
quality controlled distribution and its outstanding mapping and transactional analysis programs.
The company delivers billions of circulars annually in its weekly packages to millions of homes in the northeast corridor.
Harold’s business leadership brings a creative, consultative and problem-solving style to our supermarket,
pharmacy and big box retail customers.
Harold is not only a uniquely capable leader but one of the finest human beings I have ever known. It has
been an honor to work with him these many years.
In addition to Harold not only being the smartest businessman I know, he is extremely philanthropic. While
he has made in home in the California desert for more than 30 years, he has recued and revived the world
famous Palm Springs Tennis Club, turning its lunchroom into Spencer’s, one of the city’s hottest and see-andbe-seen restaurants. Spencer’s is named for his beloved 110-pound Siberian husky
Mr. Matzner is in his ninth year as the Chairman of the Board of the very successful McCallum Theatre, in his 12th year as Chairman of the Palm Springs International Film Festival and its Awards Gala and is the long-time Executive Vice
Chairman of the Palm Springs Art Museum.
He serves on the Board of Trustees of the Eisenhower Medical Center and the
Barbara Sinatra Children’s Center while also chairing several fundraising events
each year.
Mr. Matzner is one of the Palm Springs Valley’s largest donors to philanthropic
efforts and has contributed more than $60 million to area non-profits since 1997.
He has received many awards from the more than 50 charities that he supports
while helping to raise millions of dollars each year for them.
From all of these activities in the exclusive Palm Springs area, he receives not
Barry Schiro
one penny of compensation, including his restaurant Spencer’s.
CBA Industries
Personally, Harold has changed my life, my children’s lives and most importantly
my grandchildren’s lives as well as so many others.
I’m extremely lucky to have worked with Harold all these years and even luckier to call him my friend.
Harold, congratulations on being named the recipient of the AAPS Lifetime Achievement Award, the highest
honor that can be bestowed on a member of the private advertising and publication distribution industry.

KEITH SOMERS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF AAPS
In a year that his company, ACI Last Mile Network of Long Beach, CA turned 50 years old, Keith Somers can
add another feather to the ACI cap by being elected President of the AAPS Board of Directors. Keith’s family
founded ACI in 1975 and his father, the late Mike Somers, served as President of AAPS in 2005.
Also for the 2016-17 membership year, Rich Donnelly of Donnelly Distribution in Philadelphia has been
elected Vice President and Al Thomas of the DCS/The Bag will serve as Secretary of the Board.
Other members of the AAPS Board of Directors are John Otero, Advertisement Carriers in the Bronx, NY and
Immediate Past President of AAPS, Jim DeVine, i2i Marketing, Seattle, WA and Jim Schell, Dallas, Texas.

Background and Developments
in Commercial Speech
By Brent Horner, AAPS Legal Counsel
This is a brief discussion of the beginnings of the fall -and
eventual resurgence - of Commercial Speech.
The roots might be traced to the 1905 case of Lochner v.
New York, in which the Court struck down an 1897 law that
limited bakers to working 60 hours per week or 10 hours per
day. During what is now called the “Lochner era”—between
1897 and 1937—the Supreme Court invoked due process
and struck down nearly 200 statutes regulating working conditions, minimum wage, and child labor, among others. This
laissez faire anti regulatory zeal continued into the Great
Lindsey and Frank Cannon, Jr. with Todd Wilson, all from PDI
Depression. This lack of regulation contributed mightily to
Plastics at the Sunday evening Award Dinner and Reception
the Depression, and with it came the recognition that free
markets needed some regulation. Congress began to passand the Supreme Court began upholding -ever increasing
numbers of regulatory laws.
These laws eventually included Commercial Speech. In
1940 a man named F. J. Chrestensen, who happened to
own a World War I submarine, moored his ship on New
York City’s East River and began passing out handbills advertising tours. Chrestensen then learned that distributing
handbills for commercial purposes was against a city sanitary code meant to curtail litter, but he was also told that the
code exempted handbills “devoted to public protest.”
Chrestensen then printed a new set of handbills with his
advertisement on one side, and a protest against the statute
on the other. The police commissioner, Lewis Valentine,
shut him down and the case worked its way through the
Alan Newman and Roy Newman, Mitchell Delivery, New York City,
courts. Valentine v. Chrestensen reached the Supreme
visit with Bob Somers, ACI Last Mile Network, Long Beach, CA
Court in 1942. In a unanimous ruling, the Court found that
any speech used to promote a commercial activity was not
protected by the First Amendment. Justice Owen Roberts
wrote that it was clear that the First Amendment protects
political speech from regulatory burden, but continued: “We
are equally clear that the Constitution imposes no such restraint on government as respects purely commercial advertising.”
Bear in mind that since the settlement of North America
there had been NO restrictions on Commercial Speech. In
fact, one of the first daily newspapers was Ben Franklin’s
Pennsylvania Packet and Advertiser (1784). His older
brother started the New England Courant in 1721. OverOn the way via sunset cruise to Rum Point are (front from left)
whelmingly these papers consisted of commercial advertis- Kim White, Linda Depe, Estelle Peak, John White (back row from left)
Al Thomas, Frank Peak and Mike Depe
ing – and with good reason : it was of more immediate importance for citizens carving a civilization out of a wilderness to know where to get services and goods to do so than
to know what was occurring in Parliament in London.
After the Valentine case in 1942, the First Amendment did
not protect Commercial Speech for the next 30 years.
In 1971 Lewis Powell wrote a confidential memorandum to
the United States Chamber of Commerce: “Attach on America Free Enterprise System” in which he advocated that the
judiciary be more active in “Exploiting America Business”.
Two months later he was nominated to the US Supreme
Court. With Justice Powell the Supreme Court in the 1976
case of Virginia Board of Pharmacy v Virginia Board of Citizens’ Consumer Council overturned a Virginia law prohibiting pharmacists from advertising. This was the first crack in
the restrictions on Commercial Speech. This was also an
The Donnelly Distribution group from Philadelphia set up office
important shift from “Rights of a speaker” to the “ Rights of
under the Westin's Cabanas on 7 Mile Beach
see Horner page 5
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WILLIAM McANDREWS III IS
NAMED WINNER OF THE 2016
MIKE SOMERS MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
The Mike Somers Memorial Scholarship is endowed each year by the
family of Mike Somers of ACI Last Mile Network in Long Beach, CA,
PDI Plastics in Westerville, Ohio and AAPS. The following bios were
provided by Will’s father, Tim McAndrews.
William “Wills” McAndrews III is the
third generation of McAndrews men.
Wills is a senior at Lower Moreland High
School in Huntingdon Valley, PA. Wills
is a diverse student who excels in both
the classroom and the world outside
academia. He is involved in many clubs
and school activities, like Asian club, the
German club, and the World Affairs
Council to name a few. Wills love to
help and be involved extends beyond
school. He has been a Boy Scout with
Troop 208 since the 4th grade. Last
summer, Wills used his Eagle Scout
project to breathe life back into a park
Wills McAndrews
and trail that had fallen into disrepair. In
the Boy Scouts he has served as a teacher, librarian, and patrol leader
to name just a few posts. With all this hard work Wills was recently bestowed the rank of Eagle Scout. He also finds time to volunteer and
help those in need. Whether it is making cookies at Christmas, planting
trees, or volunteering his time with Philly Restart (A homeless advocacy group in Philadelphia), Wills always has a smile and a YES to
help those in need. Wills looks forward to continuing his education in
the fall and hopefully pursuing a career in the law.
William “Tim” McAndrews, Wills father, has been involved in the
newspaper/circular industry for most of his life. A graduate of LaSalle
University, Tim started to deliver or carry a bag for his father at eight
years old. Tim spent many years working for his dad and his partner,
Sandy Stewart at Cassidy, Inc. and APS, Inc. Later he started his own
firm and ran Quality Mailing Services, Inc. for twenty years. There is
very little in the delivery industry he has not done or tried. Whether it
was delivering Twinkie samples in Philadelphia, Sun-Drop soda in
North Carolina, or a weekly IHD program for Genaurdi’s markets, the
industry has always provided a new challenge each day. Tim is currently happily employed at Donnelly Distribution, Inc. in Pennsauken
N.J. and enjoying every moment of it.
The original William “Bill” McAndrews, Wills grandfather, was born in
1939 and worked hard every day of his life. At the young age of 7 he
got a paper route to help support his mother and little brother. That set
the stage for a career later in life. First came time in the US Army and a
twenty year career as a Philadelphia police officer. During his time on
the force, Bill took on second jobs to support his growing family. One of
those jobs was delivering Sears catalogues. This transitioned into businesses in the distribution industry that he would run until his retirement
in 2005. Bill, was always available to pass on knowledge, play cards, or
make a trip to the casino. He was an AAPS member for many years
and also served as its president. I will always remember how much my
father enjoyed the conventions. Pop-Pop Bill loved his grandkids and
his grand-doggies. He was a great father and a wonderful grandfather.
We lost Big Bill in 2008, but his heart and goodness is seen every day
in his grandson.

the listener” –and the Court recognized the important interests of Commercial Speech to a
listener .
In 1978, in First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, the Court would cite Virginia Pharmacy in a
decision striking down a Massachusetts law that
banned corporations from spending money in
state referenda that did not directly affect their
business. “We thus find no support in the First or
Fourteenth Amendment, or in the decisions of
this Court, for the proposition that speech that
otherwise would be within the protection of the
First Amendment loses that protection simply because its source is a corporation that cannot
prove, to the satisfaction of a court, a material
effect on its business or property,” wrote Justice
Powell, who went on to directly quote from Virginia Pharmacy. “A commercial advertisement is
constitutionally protected not so much because it
pertains to the seller’s business as because it
furthers the societal interest in the ‘free flow of
commercial information.’”
Then, the big development in the rights of Commercial Speech came in 1980 with Central Hudson v Public Service Commercial. This case devised a 4 part test allowing Commercial Speech
and its limits and set out the type of restrictions
the government could place on commercial advertising. But Commercial Speech was still on the
lowest rung of First Amendment protection.
In 1993 the Supreme Court issued its ruling in
City of Cincinnati v Discovery Network. This case
prohibited bans on commercial newspapers, noting that daily “non commercial” newspapers consisted of 70% of commercial advertising. This
case allowed AAPS type distributors to attack
ordinances which one the one hand prohibited
commercial flyers, while on the other allowed
other non commercial flyers to be distributed.
Signs were becoming more obvious that the
conservative business oriented Supreme Court
wished to loosen constraints on Commercial
Speech. In 1996 Justice Thomas in 44 Liquormart v. Rhode Island stated that any law regulating Commercial Speech required judicial strict
scrutiny. This was not the view of the majority of
the Court however.
In the 2001Supreme Court case of Lorillard
Tobacco Company v Attorney Gen of Massachusetts Justice Thomas stated: that there “ no historical reason for asserting Commercial Speech
is of lower value than non- Commercial Speech.
The First Amendment directs us to the skeptical
of regulations seeking to keep people in the
dark”.
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission
was handed down in 2010 and focused on campaign finance and expressive speech, as opposed to commercial speech, and strengthened
the assertion that the law cannot discriminate
against corporations as a class of speakers.
Speech is speech, regardless of whether the
speaker is flesh and blood or a corporate entity.
See Horner on page 7

AN OUTLINE OF THE TUESDAY MORNING
SESSION ON IMPROVING D2D OPERATIONS
What’s the #1 thing that keeps you up at night?
 Increasing revenue?
 Cutting Expenses?
 How to do a better job of marketing your business?
 Carrier issues?
 Competitive pressure?
 The economy?
 The decline of print?
 All of the above?
 Are there others?
The Competitive Landscape
 The current state of decline for newspapers and total market coverage
 Television and Radio advertising—feeling the heat
 Direct Mail including all classes are in free fall; Postal Rates Decreasing
 Print Catalogs & Consumer Magazines
 Digital Advertising—SEO and Pay Per Click in particular
 Mobile Advertising and Smart Phone Usage (Ad Blocking to the rescue?)
 Online Shopping growing exponentially and becoming a no-brainer for many
The Economy
 Hiring, Consumer Spending and an improving housing market brought a rise in the Fed’s short term interest
rates earlier last year—a few months later there’s market volatility, weak overseas growth and a high priced
dollar that’s made U.S. exports more expensive and imports cheaper
 There’s been no actual improvement in inflation (toward the 2% Fed target)
 Financial market conditions have tightened and are less supportive of growth
○Stock prices fall=household wealth declines=people get nervous=they pull back on consumer spending
○The effect on consumer confidence affects businesses ability to raise capital, hire and invest
○The market is in no mood for surprises, from the Fed’s raising interest rates to world events to the
political upheaval at home
Carrier and/or IRS Issues
 Keeping carriers in light of states increasing minimum wage, there is wide a swing between markets
 Upgrading your distribution system’s mapping and GPS versification to insure quality as well as improving
the carrier experience
 Municipalities and Neighborhood organizations disrupting and terrorizing carriers IRS Worker Classification
Cutting Costs
 When volume (revenue) is falling, it’s inevitable to cut costs
○Ken Doctor in Outsell magazine said “you can cut costs for a year; you can’t do it for decades.”
○You’re most likely walking by waste everyday— (1) in the streamlining of the production area, (2) in
your distribution supplies (3) time management among managers, packaging, load out and carriers
(4) spending time focusing on areas that you may have taken for granted
○RCI—Rapid Continuous Improvement: Taking the existing baseline and improving it by finding waste
and investing everywhere in the company where you think you can get a return
Doing a Better Job of Marketing Your Business
 Modernizing your website
 Search Engine Optimization using key search words



Conducting Market Research in order to sell with it
○Including improving your mapping and verification

Improving Distribution Revenue
 Home delivery of publications such as USA Today; NY Times; local newspapers
 Aligning with major magazines and local yellow pages, giving them a menu of other print products or
samples they could sell to their clients by distributing to their subscriber “look-a-likes”
 Every Door Delivered (EDDM)
○As a additional mailing service, takes no additional equipment, just demo info
○As a way to get into locked out areas (to complete a saturation delivery)
 Post-It Notes
○Hand delivered on doors for retail, pizza, political or community issues
 Package Delivery
○The USPS is now delivering packages on Sunday
○Amazon is experimenting with same day delivery in several markets
○Amazon is even experimenting with groceries as well, so what’s next, pet supplies, home & personal
items, small electronics and appliances? The question is, do consumers really need to order these
online for delivery via FEDX, UPS, and USPS when local stores can use local distributors?
○It takes a complete game plan and certainly a sea change, but if you have storage facilities, heavy
equipment, transportation and data capabilities already in place, why not take a look at the opportunities in an emerging world that is requiring swifter channels of storing and delivering products?
○You’ve heard of Uber & Lyft? How about Postmate? If people are willing to use their vehicles to give
people rides, why not giving packages rides? Postmate provides that via an app, delivery from any
store or restaurant in your city (if it’s not in yours now, it will be)
○Catalogs are returning as “look books” to drive people online to order
Horner from page 5

Then in 2011the Court issued its ruling in Sorrel v. IMS Health. This was a Data Mining case in which Vermont passed a
prescription drug confidentiality law that information could not be sold on used for marketing. The Supreme Court relying
in part on the City of Cincinnati case stated that the Vermont law treated different types of speech differently and improperly placed content and speaker restrictions –was thus overly restrictive and did not advance a “substantial government interest”. The Court struck down Vermont’s Prescription Confidentiality Law. Writing for the majority, Justice Anthony
Kennedy (who also wrote the majority opinion in Citizens United) said that the practice of data mining counted as speech
because it was part of the flow of information, and that the “creation and dissemination of information are speech within
the meaning of the First Amendment.” Content is speech, and Vermont’s law, he wrote, was discriminating against one
kind of content.
In 2015 the Supreme Court ruled on Reed v Town of Gilbert with far reaching implications. The town of Gilbert identified
various categories of signs based upon the type of information conveyed. Then, it subjected each category to different
restrictions. The Supreme Court said regulating contents of the message required “strict scrutiny by the judiciary” - and a
compelling government interest - the highest constitutional hurdle must be shown.
A professor of law and economics at Harvard recently conducted an analysis of just how much commercial speech has
changed. In Professor John Coates’ paper “Corporate Speech and the First Amendment: History, Data, and Implications,”
he compiled every Supreme Court case involving speech, press, or assembly between 1946 and 2015. Coates found that
before the 1976 Virginia Pharmacy case, businesses were involved in 26 percent of the cases—an average of 1.5 cases
per year—but after the ruling that number jumped to 34 percent of the cases, or 2.2. cases per year. (The total number of
such cases per year did not change). He also found that before Virginia Pharmacy, business won 20 percent of the First
Amendment cases, and 55 percent after it. “…the era in which businesses have used the First Amendment to achieve
goals beyond their core revenue-producing activities” is with increasing frequency in the last thirty years and greater than
at any time since the First Amendment’s adoption in 1791.
Companies in recent years have brought First Amendment challenges to such diverse issues as data mining of medical
prescription information, Seattle’s minimum wage law, licensing requirements for tour guides in Washington, D.C., and
rare coin dealers in Ohio, graphic health warnings on cigarette packages, meat labeling, and U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) disclosure laws. Additionally, the First Amendment has become a primary vehicle for new
challenges to restrictions on the promotion of off-label use of drugs, labeling of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in
food, and the Federal Communications Commission’s “net neutrality” regulations.
Critics and supporters alike agree that these kinds of First Amendment challenges would not have been taken seriously—and even may have been laughed out of court—as recently as 20 years ago.“Two decades ago, if somebody had
suggested that the registration scheme under the Securities Act of 1933 is a violation of the First Amendment because it
requires SEC approval before you can use certain documents in the sale of securities, people would have laughed at it,”
says Frederick Schauer, a constitutional law professor at the University of Virginia School of Law and former First Amendment scholar and academic dean at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government.

Dan Kauffung, Tom Seminac, Don Campbell,
Sean Donnelly, Rich Donnelly

Winners of the low group score at the Toni Linhart Memorial Golf
Outing were (from left) John Otero, Advertisement Carriers, Jason Fry,
RouteSmart Technologies, Alan Newman, Mitchell Delivery and
Dan Cropley, Muller Martini. Jason also came in with the lowest
men's individual round.

Lance Mauch, LD Distribution, Baltimore with guest Melanie Majors
talk to Heather Smith, All Over Media, Minneapolis and husband Phil

Jake Breedlove, Metroplex Distribution, Dallas and his wife Olivia about
to tee off. Olivia had the lowest women's score.

New AAPS President Keith Somers of ACI Last Mile Network visits
with Dan Kauffung, Valassis Private Carrier Delviery, Cinncinati

John White, Metro Marketing, Oklahoma City and Arthur Winiarczyk,
AdMill Group, Toronto, ON prepare for the Golf Outing

Ruvane Vilinsky, DCD Marketing, sings a little Frank Sinatra upon
request at the Monday Evening Award Dinner

